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Executive Summary 

Toximotive is an application designed for use by the Gold and Silver Level command. The system 

provides enhanced situational awareness information around CBRN events available from 

communication on social media as a high-speed measure of experiences and observations from 

those close to the event. The three-interface system enables the monitoring of emerging and 

ongoing events by continuously collating related social media content using world-leading algorithms 

developed by team.  

The Toximotive system environment contains a host of algorithms and external services including; a 

state of art CBRN classifier which has been applied to several social media crisis-related dataset with 

very positive results, but also integrations with the ATOS Integrator system. 

The Toximotive system can be considered as beyond state-of-the-art when compared to other 

systems on the market. It uses more sophisticated algorithms and ontologies and has a more 

relevant feature list that can aid the operator. Toximotive has received excellent feedback during the 

trials that highlighted the time it saves the operator to sift through the large volumes of information; 

identify people at the scene that can provide detailed information – the eyes and ears on the ground; 

and to determine the scale of the incident. Quotes from the operator using the Toximotive system: 

• “normally we have to read them (tweets) and assess if this is some trash, or if this is 

something that we can confirm, or something like that, and now the system did that work for 

me”.  

• “you can gather much more information in much less time than if we just send our own 

troops there and tell them that please send us photographs to our email, you know. So now 

you get from one hundred people who are at the site, you get all that information almost at 

the same time, so then you just have to go through them.”  

• “…. the great strength is that you get so much information so fast so that you can start 

building the situational awareness and add up to the information given by our own men and 

women at the site” 

• “as I said we used the feed to identify or to confirm our identification of the agent and it 

helped diagnose also, and it helps to map out the scale of the incident, so is it only in the 

market place, or are people tweeting something from around Mikkeli or other place where it 

has happened” 

The social media participated in both project FTX’s by creating a localized replica social blogging 

environment, which was used by casualties to simulate the stream of data which would otherwise 

have been collected from social media platforms during a real crisis. This platform provided a secure 

way to gain information without the knowledge of the on-looking worldwide public. The team 

experienced adverse events; mainly attributed to the network, but the lessons learned from FTX 

FOCUS were crucial in planning and delivering at FTX DISPERSE. 

When Toxi-Triage first started many of the partners and agencies could not see the value in 

Toximotive. How could social media help detect and manage an on-going event? Toximotive has 

demonstrated that by using world-leading algorithms it is possible to create a system that can 

revolutionize how commanders deal with future CBRN events that will ultimately save time and 

potentially save lives. 
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1 Introduction to Toximotive 

1.1 The need for a social media crisis management system 

The collective processes of producing, interrogating and disseminating information on social media 

has become crucial in our present world. Recent research has shown that social media can be a 

powerful sensor for informing situational awareness; in this era of mass social media use, the general 

public can be considered as a sensor for reporting on emerging and on-going events, there is 

therefore great potential in harnessing and managing these communication channels. The 

complexities are in realising these benefits are immense; managing large data sets, using 

sophisticated algorithms to analyse and model social media interactions, and presenting real-time 

information as it occurs are just some of the challenges. Mass casualty incidents such as CBRN events 

can pose significant difficulties for the authorities trying to sift through large volumes of information 

from social media discussing the event, but more importantly staying ahead of the narrative by 

providing timely information to the wider public. 

1.2 How does the system work? 

The Toximotive system developed during the Toxi-triage project uses a detailed dashboard to 

present key data to incident commanders, providing on-the-ground information from the public as 

an emergency develops. The system scans social media platforms like Twitter for tweets; searching 

for key words, phrases and hashtags that could be linked to an emerging chemical, biological, nuclear 

or radiological (CBRN) incident. It also acts as an important tool in combatting misinformation, by 

highlighting sensationalised messages; those raising public anxiety levels and enables officials to 

disseminate informative and timely messages. 

1.3 What can it be used for? 

Toximotive was designed with three main system interfaces to allow for enhanced situational 

awareness and public engagement through social media: 

1. Events monitoring 

a. Overview of all incidents/event (Ongoing, Emerging and Past). 

b. Ability to create a new event to monitor. 

c. Navigate to the main event dashboard for each event/incident listed. 

2. Events tracking/situational awareness 

a. Overview of event statistics (incl. no. of posts, and no. of unique event post sources). 

b. Event Infographics (incl. word cloud, public anxiety timeline, and live images from 

social media posts). 

c. Event posts stream from both unverified and trusted sources. 

d. Added posts features to verify sources and send direct messages to solicit more 

information. 

3. Public messaging 
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a. Options for sending messages to the public: 

i. Compose message to send to all. 

ii. Edit and or send pre-defined curated template messages to all. 

iii. Receive and rely to ongoing direct conversations with individual event 

sources. 

b. Public messaging history table, which enables sorting of the records. 

 

Each of the listed features are discussed in detail within this document, please see 2.2. 

1.4 Beyond State-Of-The-Art 

While there exists, systems designed mainly for event detection and tracking, the Toximotive system 

can be considered as beyond state-of-the-art in the following respect: 

1. The system uses an in-house ontology and sophisticated algorithm to process CBRN 

estimation of emerging/trending topics derived from social media 

2. Has (optional) a dedicated micro-blogging site (Toxi-tweet), which can be deployed locally at 

an incident site where the affected public can be moved to, to provide on the 

ground/eyewitness information directly to incident commanders. 

3. Provides emotional analysis (anxiety measure) of the public, which is more sophisticated 

than basic sentiment analysis present in many other systems. 

4. Has a dedicated feature for public messaging, enabling on-going communication with social 

media platforms and specific users of interest. 

5. Provides Sliver/Gold command level with pre-defined template messages that can be 

selected for dissemination that matches the timing and context of the crisis. This significantly 

reduces the cost with regards to time and resource needed to create and disseminate 

relevant information. 

6. Gives control to the incident commander to vet information sources to verify and engage 

with.  

 

The system was considered TRL-2 at the start of the project and can now be considered TRL-6/7. 
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2 Technical Implementation 

The Toximotive system can process around 6000 post/tweets per minute, and this data is stored and 

presented on the dashboard for Gold and Silver Level command. Social media data contains rich 

textual and visual content, and explicit information/metadata about the originating social context is 

generally available; this information often includes timestamps, geolocations, and records of content 

interaction (likes and retweets). 

2.1 System Architecture 

All social media data and command is collected, processed, and transmitted by the Toximotive 

server; this includes pulling content from external social media platforms such as Twitter, identifying 

potential events, storing content related to these events, and processing requests from the 

Toximotive dashboard. 

Performing analytics at this scale presents challenges. The system designed to operate both on the 

internet and a local intranet; this gives the option to swiftly deploy Toximotive and its replica micro-

blogging component at an incident site to enable the gathering to localised information from public 

sensors. The pipeline, which is commonly used for analysing social media data, consists of multiple 

algorithms, with varying computational and execution time. All data collected is stored on a MySQL 

database which allows interrogation from the different services, to perform update on, or serve the 

data when requested. The system architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Flowchart diagram of the Toximotive architecture – Arrows indicate flow of data 
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2.2 Components 

2.2.1 Toxi-tweet 

Toxi-tweet is a social media web application that was developed as part of the Toxi-Triage project. It 

replicates many of the functions of the popular social media web application Twitter. The system 

offers a dedicated and secure platform for users to share posts and receive updates from the official 

crisis channels during an event. The web application was developed for the project to enable the 

social media team to run the FTXs but can be used to deploy a localised platform for the public to 

report information about an ongoing event. This platform provides a secure way to gain information 

without the knowledge of the on-looking worldwide public. 

 

 

 

Collage 1: Toxi-tweet web application (left) and images captured by casualties & “by-standers” during both FTXs (right) 

2.2.2 CBRN Classifier 

The Toximotive CBRN Classifier was specifically developed within the project to (1) automatically 

trigger collection of social media content related to an emerging event. When an event is detected 

either using hashing techniques, or relying on Twitters trending topic identification feature; which 

can be requested via the API, the CBRN classifier automatically mark-down or escalate the topic to be 

monitored if it meets the threshold defined within the algorithm, and (2) give an estimation measure 

as to whether the event falls into the category of C-hemical, B-iological, R-adiological or N-uclear, 

using ontology matching of reported symptoms retrieved from the textual content of dataset. The 

algorithm for the CBRN classifier interrogates the CBRN Ontology; which is a formal representation of 
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constructs and relationships between them, and provides scoring for each post within the dataset, 

normalising this as a ratio/likelihood with the CBRN scale. 

 

The CBRN Ontology was built using some official libraries (inc. WISER; created by the NLM, NHS, and 

the CDC); which documents description and symptoms related to numerous agents related to CBRN. 

A dataset (Birling Gap Incident) which at the time seem to mimic a chemical incident was used to 

enrich the ontology with varying syntax used by the public on social media, to report eyewitness 

accounts of this type of real-life incident. Subsequently, the CBRN classifier has been applied to other 

datasets with varying topics, to evaluate its credential for effectively identifying and classifying CBRN 

events. The results presented in Table 1 demonstrates the algorithm successfully categorized the 

selected events, but also only crossed the defined trigger threshold of 0.5 for events that should be 

monitored as CBRN related. Finally, the CBRN estimation made by the algorithm for each event 

provides the credibility to the emerging event. 

 

Selected Trending Event Dataset 

(context) 

No. of 

Tweets 

(000) 

Event 

Type 

CBRN Trigger1 and CBRN 

Estimation Values2 

C B R N 

Birling Gap (Chemical haze caused 
witnessed to stinging and dried-up 

eyes, regardless of repeated 
eyewashes. The identity of the gas 
was unclear, but chlorine was 

initially blamed.) 

~4.2 Chemical 

0.4841 

 

0.9582 

0.0621 

 

0.0032 

0.0971 

 

0.0052 

0.3551 

 

0.0322 

Parsons Green Attack (An explosion 
occurred on a District line train; by a 
botched crude 'bucket bomb' with a 
timer containing the TATP explosive 
chemical.) 

~30.1 
Bomb / 

Chemical 

0.4331 

 

0.5322 

0.0881 

 

0.0732 

0.3461 

 

0.2772 

0.1441 

 

0.1152 

Grenfell Tower Fire (A fire broke out 
in the 24-storey tower, spreading 
rapidly with toxic clouds of smoke 
due to the building’s cladding; the 
Ambulance Service's Hazardous Area 
Response Team were in attendance) 

~34.9 
Fire / 

Chemical 

0.9281 

 

0.8962 

0.0321 

 

0.0312 

0.0181 

 

0.0182 

0.0191 

 

0.0552 

Chernobyl HBO Mini-series 
(television miniseries, dramatizing 
the story of the April 1986 nuclear 
plant disaster; dataset is gathered on 
tweets from people watching during 
the airing of the pilot episode) 

~7.2 
TV show / 
Nuclear 

0.4331 

 

0.012 

0.0991 

 

0.0022 

0.4671 

 

0.012 

0.01 

 

0.9782 

Table 1: Output measures from CBRN Classifier of various datasets 

2.2.3 Toximotive Server 

All Toximotive server houses the different algorithms which support interactions between services 

that request data, and those that it requests data from. The server houses the Toximotive service 
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which stores, processes, and retrieves data from the MySQL database. This service fulfils requests for 

creating new events and sets the parameters which the Hashtag Collector (using Twitters APIs) can 

begin streaming social media content relevant to the search paraments. The service also fulfils the 

pull requests from the ATOS Integrator to embed the Toximotive Dashboard for use by silver/gold 

level command. To reduce the cost of data transmission, the Toxi-tweet web application is also 

housed within the Toximotive server; this allows social media content (images and text) from Toxi-

tweet to be stored on the same database and storage, speeding up access between the two systems. 

2.2.4 Integrations 

The Toximotive environment is dependent on the following other web services, and the integrator 

developed by ATOS:  

2.2.4.1 ATOS — Integrator 

The Toximotive dashboard or social media connector as it is referred to in D5.5 TOXI-triage System 

Integration, is pulled as a submodule in the ATOS Integrator. This presents the silver/gold command 

level with the dashboard from managing social media events. 

2.2.4.2 Emotion Analyser Service 

The emotional analyser service is based on an existing Loughborough University (LU) IP. The service 

runs in the background scoring each post stored on the Toximotive database and updating each with 

their corresponding emotional value; these values are used within the Toximotive server to derive 

the anxiety measures. 

2.2.4.3 Language Detection 

Language detection has been implement using third party python services; googletrans module. 

While this is satisfactory for French and Spanish, many other languages like Greek did not return 

consistent results for detection and translation over a large dataset. This area is still a hot topic and 

further research will be made into the area, as well is the dependency on API requests to an external 

service for batch processing.  

2.2.5 Toximotive Dashboard for Silver & Gold Command (via ATOS Integrator) 

This section introduces the functionalities of the Toximotive system; which is the front-end 

dashboard application to be used by the incident commanders, providing enhanced situational 

awareness information around CBRN events which have been collected from social media platforms. 

This information should aid the content and dynamics of communication from event commanders 

towards social media, or for conventional news channels. The following subsections detail the 

functionality of the Toximotive system. 

2.2.5.1 Events 

The events screen shown in Figure 2 is the first screen users are presented with on the Toximotive 

system after they have been authenticated and it is split into three sections: 
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Figure 2: Dashboard screen showing existing events in Toximotive 

2.2.5.1.1 Monitored Events  

This section shows all events that are currently being monitored by the system. 

 
Figure 3: Monitored events currently show 3 ongoing events 

The section also provides the user with an “Add New Event” button which is used to create new 

events to monitor in the case that such event has not been automatically detected and updated in 

the Emerging Event section (see Figure 3). When the user clicks on the “Add New Event” button, they 

are presented with a dialog box with which they can specify the details of the new event to be 

created for monitoring. The new event requires the following parameters {Event Name, Event 

Location, Event Description, and some Hashtags}, which will enable the system in retrieve “posts” 

relating to the event created (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Emerging dialog box for creating a new event 

2.2.5.1.2 Emerging Events 

The Toximotive system includes a background service which continuously scans social media streams 

for potential CBRN events (see Figure 5). If found, these events are populated in the Emerging Events 

section for escalation or disposal by the user. 

 
Figure 5: Emerging events currently show no potential CBRN events 

2.2.5.1.3 Suspended and Closed Events 

This section is populated with events whose status have been updated to “suspended” or “closed”; 

i.e. the retrieval of posts for these events’ has either been either paused or stopped completely 

respectively (see Figure 6). The data already collected on these events will still be available to view in 

the Event Details page when the event is clicked on. 

 
Figure 6: Suspended/Closed events currently show 3 archived events 

2.2.5.2 Situation Awareness / Event Detail Dashboard 

The Event Details Screen contains the main functionality of the Toximotive system for situational 

awareness. This screen provides real time update of social media information related to the event 

being monitored. Figure 7 shows an example of the Toximotive Event Detail screen taken from FTX 

DISPERSE. 
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Figure 7: Event details screen 

The Event Details Page is also split into 3 core sections. From the top to bottom, the page provides 

users with the following features and functionalities: 

2.2.5.2.1 Event Stats 

The top section of the screen shows the total number of retrieved posts relating to the event (294 

POSTS), the total number of unique users that posted about the event (72 USERS), and the 

probability ratio of the type of event based on the ontology classification of the collected posts 

related to the event (C: 96%, B: 3%, B: 1%). 

 
Figure 8: Event statistics 

2.2.5.2.2 Event Infographics 

At the middle section, the page is further split into panels on the left and right; housing both the 

“Event Situation Visuals” and the Event Situation Charts” respectively; 

2.2.5.2.2.1 Event Situation Visuals (Left Panel) 

This panel contains two tabs showing the “Live Event Images” and the “Event Word Cloud”. The first 

shows a set of user generated images found within posts related to the event, and the second 

displays an instant overview of the dominating words present with user posts about the event. Figure 

9 shows the contents of each of the two tabs within the Event Situation Visuals Panel. 
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Showing Live Images tab Showing Word Cloud tab 

Figure 9: Event Situation Visuals 

2.2.5.2.2.2 Event Situation Charts (Right Panel) 

This panel contains two tabs showing the event “Public Anxiety Timeline” and the “Event Top 

Sources”. The first is a time series graph showing the anxiety levels retrieved from each individual 

post related to the event, and the second shows the top 10 accounts generating the most posts 

about the event, ranked in descending order. Figure 10 shows the contents of each of the two tabs 

within the Event Situation Charts Panel. 

  
Showing Public Anxiety Showing Top Sources 

Figure 10: Event Situation Charts 

2.2.5.2.3 Event Posts 

At the bottom section, the page is further split into panels on the left and right; housing both the 

“Event Situation Visuals” and the Event Situation Charts” respectively. 

2.2.5.2.3.1 Unverified Posts (Right Panel) 

This panel contains a single tab showing the “Post from Unverified Users”. The tab shows a list of 

posts coming from sources that have not been verified, the tab also presents the user with a feature 

for verifying these sources by clicking the on the “Add to Verified Sources” button; subsequent posts 

from the newly verified user following this action will be displayed in “Post from Verified Users” tab 

on the left side panel. 

 
Figure 11: Event Public Posts (~Messages) 
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2.2.5.2.3.2 Event Public Messages (Left Panel) 

This panel contains two tabs showing the events’ “Post from Verified Users” and the “Event Top 

Posts”. The first tab displays posts that are being retrieved from sources that have been verified as 

trusted or on the ground, and potentially including local or national emergency channels, and media 

broadcasters or social media news sources that have been pre-verified on the system. The second 

tab displays a list of the top ten posts, that are generating the most engagement in terms of likes, 

reposts, and anxiety levels combined. 

  
Showing Public Anxiety Showing Top Sources 

Figure 12: Event Public Posts - Showing both tabs on left panel 

Finally, this bottom section also provides the system user with a feature to send a direct message the 

author of any post that has been retrieved relating to the event, by clicking on the “Send Message” 

button. The user is presented with a dialog box where a message can be composed and sent directly 

to the selected user. The system also provides the user with a feature to manage response and 

ongoing conversations with post authors that they have contacted (see sections 4.4.4 – Direct 

Messaging). 

 
Figure 13: Emerging dialog box for sending direct message to post author 

2.2.5.3 Event Management 

The Event Management page provides the user with the functionality to edit the details of an event 

(see Figure 14).  This is particularly important as the event details are conveniently displayed to 
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provide specific operational parameters to the user, when they are composing or selecting template 

messages to post to the Public. 

 
Figure 14: Event management Page 

The screen is split into two sections; on the “Technical Details” section, the parameters that can be 

set are: {Event Name, Event Location, Event Description – these can be changed are added in the 

case of emerging events detected, Event Status – this can be changed to suspended or closed if the 

user intends to halt monitoring or close the event altogether, Event Hashtags – the user can add 

more hashtags to retrieve posts related to the event, or remove obsolete/low yielding hashtags}. On 

the “Operational Details” section, the parameters that can be set are: {Emergency Number – this is 

the national emergency contact line for the event country, Minor Emergency Number – some 

countries have a national/local contact line for reporting minor emergencies, Incident Helpline – this 

is the contact number that may be setup solely for reporting information pertaining to the crisis 

event, Incident Hospital – this is the official hospital handling casualties}. The Operational Details are 

used to populate communication messages by Gold/Silver Command Levels, to the public on social 

media. 

2.2.5.4 Public messaging page 

The Public Messaging page provides the user with the functionality to send out official messages 

about the event to the public via social media channels. 
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Figure 15: Public messaging screen 

The screen is split into three sections as follows: 

2.2.5.4.1 Event infographics 

The top section of the screen from left to right contains the “Public Anxiety Gauge”; which changes 

based on the cumulative anxiety measure over a period during the event. The right side contains a 

tabbed panel house both the “Public Anxiety Timeline” and the “Event Word Cloud”; their 

functionalities have been described earlier in 4.2.2 (see Figure 16). 

 
Figure 16: Public Messaging Situation Infographics 

2.2.5.4.2 Public Messaging 

The middle section of the screen is the main section for user interaction, and it is separated into 

three tabs (see figure 17): 

2.2.5.4.2.1 Compose 

This tab provides the user with a blank message box with the functionality to compose a message to 

send to the public via social media channels. The user can type their message and is not presented with 

any pre-generated text. 
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Figure 17: Message Composer Tab 

2.2.5.4.2.2 Template Message 

This tab provides the user with a list of pre-defined messages within three defined categories {First 

Messages, Calming Messages, and Casualty Instructions}. When a message is selected by the user 

from template list, the message box is automatically populated with the content of the selected 

message, the user can further edit the message, or post it as is. 

 
Figure 18: Template Messaging Tab – showing first messages category 

2.2.5.4.2.3 Direct Messaging 

This tab provides the user with a list of all the direct communication the user has made to event 

sources. The user can open an ongoing conversation by clicking on the sources’ image on the left 

“Conversation” window, the messages relating to that conversation will be populated on the right 

“Chat Window”, where the user can continue sending and receiving direct messages for the selected 

event source. 

 
Figure 19: Direct Messaging Tab - showing an ongoing conversation 
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2.2.5.4.3 Message History 

The bottom section of the screen displays the messaging history from the user or incident commander 

throughout the event, this records every message that was sent to the public showing the timestamp. 

The feature aids accountability and traceability of public communication and allows the user to sort 

each column of the history table as required (see Figure 20). 

 
Figure 20: Message History Table - Showing log of messages sent by Sliver Command during FTX Disperse 
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3 Field Testing 

For this specific deliverable an in running the FTXs for FOCUS and DISPERSE, the replica micro 

blogging site (Toxi-tweet) was used exclusively to simulate the data stream that would be otherwise 

collected from social media platforms like Twitter. This was necessary (1) to ensure that the exercise 

remained localised and was not published on the internet to cause false panic to the general public 

(2) to provide a means to test, train, and receive feedback from incident commanders that will 

engage with this type of system in case of a real CBRN crisis event; this is unique in its own right. For 

a detailed analysis of both FTXs and the role of Toximotive in each, please see Deliverable 6.5 Report 

on the Field Trials. 

3.1 FTX FOCUS 

3.1.1 Scope 

The social media team’s role at FTX FOCUS was to provide a platform through which casualties could 

communicate as they would normally do via social media platforms like Twitter, about what was 

going on in and around the event. These messages can then be automatically retrieved, analysed and 

presented to the crisis commander at silver/gold level, in a logical and interactive manner to provide 

situational awareness. 

3.1.2 Setup 

Casualties prior to the simulation exercise, where given a brief training on the Toxi-tweet system; this 

included a PowerPoint presentation detailing the functionalities of the system, followed by a guided 

individual trial-run; the casualties were given access to the FTX network, and each user was able 

locate the Toxi-tweet web application, register an account on the system, navigate and get acquitted 

with each functionality, and post text and images using the system. 

The task for the casualties from the point of view of the social media team was to “be the eyes and 

ears on the ground” and post messages as they would normally do on social media, if they were 

caught up in a similar real-world scenario. Finally, the FTX did not explicitly include Silver/Gold 

Command level, public messaging was therefore substituted by members of both the Social Media 

and Communications teams. 

3.1.3 Accessing FTX Data 

The Toximotive data from FTX FOCUS can be reviewed through the Dashboard designed for sliver 

command. 

• https://toxi-service.lboro.ac.uk/ftx-focus 

3.1.4 Results 

FTX FOCUS proved to be significantly beneficial for the social media team, owing largely to the 

uniqueness of the dataset that was collected during the exercise see Table 2. This dataset provides 

https://toxi-service.lboro.ac.uk/ftx-focus
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the team with an opportunity to analyse and further refine the Toximotive algorithm for detecting 

and classifying future posts. The team administered a post-exercise survey to solicit a review from 

the casualties regarding the messages that they had individually posted during the event. In this area 

of social media data mining, dataset that has been annotated by the individual post author is difficult 

to come by, but even more so when the dataset is specific to a CBRN event, whether real-time or 

simulated. 

 

 Main FTX 

Casualties involved 50 

Casualties active on Toxi-tweet (i.e. no. of casualties that made a post on Toxi-tweet) 31 

Total no. of posts recorded 299 

Percentage of post containing anxiety (i.e. analysed to be containing raised emotions) 7% 

Total no. of unique images captured 73 

Table 2: Key metrics about use of Toximotive during FTX FOCUS 

  

Collage 2: Sample of posts collected by Toxi-tweet during FTX FOCUS 
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3.1.5 Adverse Events 

For the social media team, the predominate challenge during this FTX was with the network; due to 

the number of technologies present at the exercise and the data transfer demands, connections 

were constantly interrupted within the main exercise network, making it difficult for casualties to 

access the Toxi-tweet system; which as mostly echoed by the other technology providers. The social 

media team therefore set about creating a dedicated emergency network to house the Toximotive 

environment. While this temporal network was able to sustain the exercise for collecting dataset for 

social media, the team ran out of time in extending the network reach to the command room, and 

was subsequently unable to gather user relevant user feedback on the Toximotive Dashboard; 

regardless of the fact there was no sliver/gold command present for this FTX. 

3.2 FTX DISPERSE 

3.2.1 Changes from FTX FOCUS 

Based on the lessons learned from FTX FOCUS considerable effort was spent to improve the usability 

and presentation of the Toxi-tweet web application and a re-structure of the Toximotive dashboard, 

for both the casualties and silver level command operatives respectively, in FTX DISPERSE. The 

following changes were made to both systems: 

Toxi-tweet: 

● Inclusion of formal exercise instructions for casualties; this was requested by the coordinator 

to assist with prompting casualties on the exercise timings. 

● Review of the conversation feature and inclusion of notification element, to prompt users of 

new direct messages 

● Implementation of better image processing/compression to reduce the transmission load on 

the network 

Toximotive Dashboard: 

● Development of an interactive public communications page 

● Restructuring of the event details page to provide necessary information within eyesight. 

● Implementation of direct messaging feature for communication between operator and 

interested information source. 

● Addition of template messaging feature to reduce the time/resource cost of creating 

informative posts that can be sent to the public on social media. 

The major change made to the system based on lessons from the adverse events recorded during 

FTX FOCUS, was towards planning and preparation towards the network. Specifications were 

discussed and delivered to the network provider in advance, but the social media team also created a 

redundant option which could be accessed via secure internet protocol; this ultimately was the 

option used at the main FTX during FTX DISPERSE. 

3.2.2 Scope 

The number of casualties involved in FTX DISPERSE was significantly more than that at FTX FOCUS. 

Again, the social media team’s role was to provide a platform for casualties to communicate as they 

would normally do via social media platforms like Twitter, about what was going on in and around 
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the event. The crucial difference between the two exercises was an active role established for sliver 

command operators. The social media team is also be tasked with providing a platform which the 

silver command operator can manage social media around the incident, unaided by personnel from 

the social media team. 

3.2.3 Setup 

Due to the increased number of casualties in FTX DISPERSE, and with lessons learned from FTX 

FOCUS, training sessions were scheduled and conducted a month in advance, with participants 

provided access to the secure internet protocol version of the Toxi-tweet web application. Users 

were guided on how to register an account on the system, navigate the application, and become 

acquainted with its functionality, and post text and images using the system. 

Further training was given to participants before each of the pre-FTX rehearsals, and before the main 

FTX was conducted. Training was also scheduled and conducted similarly for silver command level 

operators, to familiarise them with the features of the Toximotive dashboard, which they will have to 

use unaided throughout FTX DISPERSE.   

3.2.4 Accessing FTX Data 

The Toximotive data from FTX FOCUS can be reviewed through the Dashboard designed for sliver 

command. 

• https://toxi-service.lboro.ac.uk/ftx-disperse 

3.2.5 Results 

FTX DISPERSE provided a significantly higher quality dataset than FTX FOCUS, this is evident from the 

rise in percentage of posts identified as containing anxiety; other dataset (retrieved from Twitter) 

analysed for emotional content by the team prior, scored between 10 - 13 percent. The exercise also 

shows excellent engagement from the silver level command operator, publishing posts to manage 

and provide information to the public on social media, using the Toximotive dashboard. 

 

 Main FTX 

Casualties involved 113 

Casualties active on Toxi-tweet (i.e. no. of casualties that made a post on Toxi-tweet) 72 

Total no. of posts recorded 294 

Percentage of post containing anxiety (i.e. analysed to be containing raised emotions) 14% 

Total no. of unique images captured 126 

No. of posts sent by silver command operator  14 

Table 3: Key metrics about use of Toximotive during FTX DISPERSE 

3.2.6 Adverse Events 

For the social media team, the reoccurring challenge was from the FTX network provided. The 

network performed well during the first rehearsal day, but it was severely hampered during the 

https://toxi-service.lboro.ac.uk/ftx-disperse
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second rehearsal day. The explanation at the time for this issue was traced to the addition of body 

cameras to the network; which took up significant bandwidth and slowed down data transmission 

between the Toximotive server and the Toxi-tweet web application. A quick test was conducted on 

the main FTX day, and it was decided by the team to abandon the FTX network for the alternative 

secure internet protocol setup. 

3.3 Interview and Feedback from Silver Command Operator 

Following the completing of FTX DISPERSE, a follow-up interview was conducted, see Section  5 

Appendix Interview Transcript with the silver command level operator responsible for using the 

Toximotive dashboard, to elicit feedback on the system. The full transcript of the interview is 

documented in D5.4 Toximotive Interview Response. The following section summarises the main 

points presented within the different themes that were discussed during the interview: 

3.3.1 System Design and Value 

Regarding the general design, layout and presentation of the system, the operator found it to be well 

structured, easy to use, navigate, and give the right level of information which wasn’t overwhelming. 

The value added from having the system for managing social media in such an event was expressed 

by the operator with different points. Instant availability of information from and about the public 

was something they did not currently have: 

“The Toximotive gave me directly information about the tweets that people ~that casualties~ 

were sending from the incident place.” 

Adding to this is the volume of information, in the form of text and images that has been pre-filtered 

relevant to the event for the user: 

“normally we have to read them and assess if this is some trash, or if this is something that 

we can confirm, or something like that, and now the system did that work for me” 

“you can gather much more information in much less time than if we just send our own 

troops there and tell them that please send us photographs to our email, you know. So now 

you get from one hundred people who are at the site, you get all that information almost at 

the same time, so then you just have to go through them.” 

In terms of value of the system, situational awareness is one of the KPI for the system, which was 

endorsed by the operator, but also the added value of informing on the incident locational radius: 

“Yes, the great strength is that you get so much information so fast so that you can start 

building the situational awareness and add up to the information given by our own men and 

women at the site” 

“as I said we used the feed to identify or to confirm our identification of the agent and it 

helped diagnose also, and it helps to map out the scale of the incident, so is it only in the 

market place, or are people tweeting something from around Mikkeli or other place where it 

has happened” 

The operator however, highlighted that resources during such an event can be stretched, and the 

cost to personnel time is crucial. The system needs to add value by releasing resource to aid other 

tasks: 
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“The most useful {feature} was the template messages, because they were so fast to use and I 

found that they were informative to the public also, and it didn’t eat up too much time from 

our normal command centre working, so it was like touch and go, and then just take care of 

your own stuff, and you can do it with the minimal personnel of three that we were now 

running the exercise from the command centre” 

Finally, and critical topic with social media is the issue of trust. Are you able to trust the information 

you are collecting from social media chatter? The operator’s response was yes, because the system 

had provided visual clues which could be used to verify the incident from their perspective: 

“Pretty much actually, because actually the live images they give better information, because 

if someone texts or gives some text message there on the feed, then how can you know that 

they are on the site, they can be writing that from another country or something, but when 

you get these photos from the incident place then you can see your own troops and cars and 

such, so then it is more reliable that way” 

3.3.2 Public Messaging 

The interview with the operator revealed there was system currently being used to actively manage 

and engage with the public during a CBRN crisis event. The is much reliance on established social 

media platform, which do not necessarily contain the relevant features to deal adequately with such 

tasks: 

“Yes well, we have Facebook on social media, and then also we have this kind of ~this email 

based~ announcement system that we use, during incidents we send these announcements to 

the media, and then also we have this system where we can call the emergency centre and 

ask them to publish the media announcements, so we just say this is what is happening and 

we have the next announcements ready for you in one hour, and then they send that to the 

media. That is the main system we have, and the Facebook is going beside these systems, so 

it’s an extra system.” 

Adding to this complexity is knowing when, what, and how to send information on social media. The 

system provides template messages which the operator alluded to its value earlier, but also provides 

features for gauging public distress, requests for information and assistance, via the anxiety timeline 

and post feeds respectively: 

“and these template messages they were great because they were easy to use and it was so 

fast, at the start of the situation you could put like I put this ‘we are aware of the reports and 

we are *inaudible*’, so it was very easy and from that I just read the feeds and then I 

watched the live images come in, and then when the stress levels start to rise and they were 

sending these tweets like help us, we are all dying here, and why is nobody doing anything 

and so on, so then I just start to put these calming messages out, so hopefully they worked.” 

“well nowadays maybe we have this twenty minutes now that we have to give the 

announcements or the messages from our incidents in everyday life, but I think that in this 

type of situation, if there would ever be like this, that twenty minutes would be too long, it 

would be too long and there would be false news and  false information throughout the social 

media in twenty minutes if something like that would ever happen. So, it would be important 

to get the right information from authorities as soon as possible in this type of situation.” 
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Public messaging may be helped by understanding the prompts and intent from the operator’s point 

of view. This can enable future systems to automatically prescribe messages to the operator based 

on analysis of the current event situation variables: 

“I was reading the feed and watching the pictures, and I tried to publish these calming 

`messages every time I saw that there are people who are tweeting that nobody is coming, 

and this guy is dying why is nobody helping him, and things like that, I tried to calm people 

down, and like that just.” 

“I hoped that the messages that I sent would reduce the anxiety levels of public, and also to 

give some information of how we are operating at the site, and also give information to 

people that for example that they wouldn’t share these pictures of the casualties.” 

Finally, the operator highlights message timing as a critical factor when managing a crisis event on 

social media. With the speed of narrative hijacking prevalent on this media platform, the current 

guideline may present opportunity for unscrupulous actors to fill the information void: 

“In this type of situation I would say five minutes, because when we would receive the call, 

our first fire truck would be at the scene in five minutes, and then we could verify that there is 

an incident going on at the market place, then you should give something, that we are 

responding to this kind of incident and please stay away from the area.” 

3.3.3 Recommendations and Future of the System 

Looking to the future, the operator discussed the role that further system automation of the public 

messaging feature can play in freeing more time to fulfill other task; fully or semi-autonomously. 

“I think that it should only suggest the messages for the operator, so that they would have 

control of what goes out and when […] Maybe the anxiety gauge was quite good at that, so if 

there are many of these kind of help us help us kind of tweets that raise the anxiety level of 

the public, then it would for example suggest that maybe you should calm down and give 

something like ‘we are already working’ […].” 
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4 Conclusion 

When Toxi-Triage first started many of the partners and agencies could not see the value in 

Toximotive. How could social media help detect and manage an on-going event? Toximotive has 

demonstrated that by using world-leading algorithms it is possible to create a system that can 

revolutionize how commanders deal with future CBRN events that will ultimately save time and 

potentially save lives. As highlighted, there is room to continue developing the system in the future in 

terms of usability refinement, but also research into developing automated suggestions and prompts 

for public messaging to help operators with effective public communication. 

 

4.1 The Future is Standardisation 

Social media is a relatively new area, and while attempts have been made to develop standards, the 

discipline has not reached any generally or widespread consensus for reporting CBRNE or indeed 

other crisis event. There are a few other aspects relating to social media which also lack 

standardisation; detection measures for classifying emotions, event detection classification 

measures, message credibility and filtering etc. Several gaps that present opportunities ripe for 

research with regards to standardisation within the field of social media for crisis management and 

communication. There exist however, benchmarking systems in this field; the most popular of these 

is SentiStrength, although the EMOTIVE system has been benched marked against it; the results 

found not only that it produced better results analysing terse messages, but also produced results 

that were beyond sentiments alone. In terms of emotional measures, the challenge may arise in 

interpreting these measures to map unto a spectrum of emotional effect i.e. what are critical or 

normal range values for the public during a crisis? 

The challenge for the future of standardisation is that every individual system produces different 

output measures that are not currently normalised across the board. With regards to transmission 

standards, there are various well documented options for data transmission, the challenge however 

arises from the interpretation/consumption of the data by a central control system, such as the 

integrator System developed by ATOS during the project. 
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5 Appendix Interview Transcript 

5.1 Interview Protocol: 

Project: Toxitriage FTX Disperse 

Time of Interview: 09:00 

Date: 11/07/2019 

Place: Online (GOTO Meeting) 

Interviewer: Dr Ejovwoke Onojeharho 

Interviewee: Sliver Command Level Personnel at FTX DISPERSE 

Position of Interviewee: Research Associate 

The data recorded will be transcribed and used anonymously in the findings, no names will be used 

for confidentiality reasons {instead Incident Commander (Social Media) will be used to represent the 

participant}; the interview should take between 30 – 45mins but not exceeding 1 hour. Just to let you 

know that the interview will be recorded, are you okay for me to proceed? 

5.2 Questions 

5.2.1 SYSTEM FOCUSED 

1.) How do you currently manage the public on social media during a crisis event? 

Currently we have Facebook and we just publish this announcement on Facebook like 

sometimes we share photo, just a plain view from the incidents place or some stock 

photos we have taken during the years and say there is for example fire going on and 

please stay out of the area and so on, but we don’t actually have this kind of system 

that we can, that gives us the feedback from the people, we just go and read the 

comments section from our shared photos or feeds. 

i) And you mentioned Facebook there, is there any other social media platform that you 

use, like do you use twitter for example?  

Not twitter yet, but we have also Instagram, so Instagram and Facebook, and 

Facebook is our main social media at this time 

ii) So, the idea would then be that you use mostly images then, as oppose to textual 

contents? 

Actually both, if we don’t have any suitable images from the incident, then we just 

use text 

a.) So, during FTX Disperse you were introduced to a system called Toximotive. What 

difference did this system give you compared to how you currently perform this? 

The Toximotive gave me directly information about the tweets that people ~that 

casualties~ were sending from the incident place. So this is something new, normally 

we have to read them and assess if this is some trash, or if this is something that we 
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can confirm, or something like that, and now the system did that work for me, that 

was very helpful, and also I found that the template messages that you made for us, 

they were fast and easy to use, and they bought time and they gave us this working 

peace; so we could go ahead and start our operations and give some fast information 

to the public, and not worry about this sending announcements or something like 

that, so it was fast and we had the peace to go on with our operations. 

i) Sticking with conversations about the system, how would you normally find out that 

something has happened on social media?  

Actually, we don’t get many ~not on social media~ no it doesn’t work like that yet. 

We have some messages on our Facebook, people can write us messages ~send us 

messages~ and they are normally from people who have noticed this, for example, 

one time there was this truck that was leaking oil on the pavement, and then this 

person who noticed it sent a Facebook message, *please come and take a look, this 

truck spills oil*, and then we got there and take the oil away and like that, but 

normally when something of this calibre is happening like in the exercise, it’s not the 

social media, it isn’t the first place we get the information. 

 

2.) Did you find the system easy to use? 

Yeah it was easy to use, it was fast, simple enough, it has these two pages that I was 

using, mainly I was using the page where I could see the photos and the tweets that 

they were sending us, and then this messaging page also, and it was well structured 

and it was easy to use. Maybe if in the future it will be developed to use in a mobile 

device more, so it will be even more simple, maybe the interface will be a little bit 

more like twitter, so you don’t have to switch pages or anything like that, so you can 

just write on the same page where you see those post coming in, but it was easy to 

use like that also; And in that command centre environment especially, because it 

was a calm environment, but if I would have been on the field where I normally am, I 

wouldn’t have had the time to use it, so it is pretty much for the command centre 

environment. 

a.) What did you find most useful and least useful on the system? 

The most useful was the template messages, because they were so fast to use and I 

found that they were informative to the public also and it didn’t eat up too much time 

from our normal command centre working, so it was like touch and go, and then just 

take care of your own stuff, and you can do it with the minimal personnel of three 

that we were now running the exercise from the command centre. It was possible also 

to do this Toxi-tweet system {*Toximotive*}, normally we would have another person 

completely who would do this ~handle~ the media and all sort like that. I don’t know 

the least useful, but the one that I used the least was the word cloud, that would be I 

guess useful in some situations but now maybe because it was an exercise, then I 

didn’t use it so much because the main points where already that I knew how it would 

unfold ~the exercise~. But maybe in a real situation that would be also useful but now 

I didn’t find it useful for this exercise. 
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i)  So, to clarify it is a matter of you didn’t really use it as oppose to it’s not potentially 

useful? 

Yes exactly  

3.) Did you find the system intuitive to use? 

a.) What is your opinion on how the system is laid out (how information is displayed…)? 

I liked the way that it showed the tweets that were coming, and you could see 

immediately what is being sent from the incident site, and you can respond, and you 

can verify users, that was also one very nice. But well in general it was easy and 

because well nowadays everyone is familiar with using mobile phone and all that, 

people are familiar with using pictures and everybody has their own mobile phones 

and they send it. You can gather much more information in much less time than if you 

just send our own troops there and tell them that please send us photographs to our 

email, you know. So now you get from one hundred people who are at the site, you 

get all that information almost at the same time, so then you just have to go through 

them. 

b.) Of the following Toximotive features which two would you rank as having the most 

value and which two the least (Event stats, Live Images, Word Cloud, Anxiety 

Timeline, Top Sources Bar Chart, Template Public Messaging, Direct Messaging, 

Source Verification)? ~Interviewer shares their screen to show the interviewee the 

system dashboard~ 

 The most valuable ones are, in my opinion, the template messages and this 

live feed 

i)  Are you referring to the live images or the messages at the bottom of the screen? 

Yeah live images yes 

Actually the feed {interviewee is referring to the messages at the bottom of the 

screen}~ I’d have to say, because I was remembering what we talked at the command 

centre, and for example there was some people who were tweeting about symptoms, 

my eyes are burning, or it’s hard to breathe, or something like that, and we actually 

used some of those symptoms to confirm, or when we tried to identify the agent, and 

we used some of these symptoms, so it couldn’t be this because their eyes are 

burning, and this doesn’t cause eyes burning, and we took some of those symptoms 

from the feed, so yeah, so feed, feed and template message 

 And the two least? 

Top sources, I didn’t use that so much, and the word cloud also for that same reason. 

In a real situation they could be used more, but now we didn’t use it so much, so I 

would have to say those two. 

c.) What could be improved? 

Interviewer skipped this question as the interviewee already spoke about improvements 

that could be made to the system to support mobile users. The interviewer also mentions 

to the interviewee that they will have another chance to comment on improvements later 

on during the interview. 
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4.) Do you think the system can enhance situational awareness or public management or 

both? 

a.) if yes - How?  else   Why not? 

Yes, it can enhance both, situational awareness as I said we used the feed to identify 

or to confirm our identification of the agent and it helped diagnose also, and it helps 

to map out the scale of the incident, so is it only in the market place, or are people 

tweeting something from around Mikkeli or other place where it has happened. And 

also you can send these messages as we did, and I think that it is very important in 

the first half hour to give the public something, to let them know that now we are 

aware of the situation and we are handling it, that is very important, it calms down 

people and let them know that the authorities are working hard  

b.) What do you see as the great strengths and weakness of the system in enhancing 

situational awareness? 

Yes, the great strength is that you get so much information so fast, so that you can 

start building the situational awareness and add up to the information given by our 

own men and women at the site. So, it adds up to that, but at the same time this is 

also the vulnerability of the system because, how can you know that there isn’t some 

misinformation given to you on purpose, for example. So, you have to be very careful 

about the information that you receive, and you have to know that not everything 

that you receive can be used as such, but you have to kind of scale down and assess if 

its usable or not. 

5.) How much did he trust the information from the system? 

Pretty much actually, because actually the live images they give better information, 

because if someone texts or gives some text message there on the feed, then how can 

you know that they are on the site, they can be writing that from another country or 

something, but when you get these photos from the incident place then you can see 

your own troops and cars and such, so then it is more reliable that way.  

5.2.2 MESSAGE FOCUS 

6.) What are your prior experiences or views on the use of social media for incidents, 

particularly in relation to public (i.e. ‘outbound') messaging? 

Yes well, we have Facebook on social media, and then also we have this kind of ~this 

email based~ announcement system that we use, during incidents we send these 

announcements to the media, and then also we have this system where we can call 

the emergency centre and ask them to publish the media announcements, so we just 

say this is what is happening and we have the next announcements ready for you in 

one hour, and then they send that to the media, so and the media publish that. That 

is the main system we have, and the Facebook is going beside these systems, so it’s 

an extra system. 

So, do many people subscribe to the Facebook page to receive this information? 

 How many? 
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Interviewer clarifies]: Are there many people in Finland that subscribe to the Facebook 

account that receive this information? 

Yeah, yeah, our fire rescue department I can’t remember, some two or three 

thousand people subscribe, and then our best post were read by, if I recall correctly 

some twenty-five thousand people, which is quite a lot in Finland ~in Eastern Finland~ 

yeah.  

7.) How did you decide when to send messages out? 

Well I tried to send messages at the same system as I would in a normal incident, and 

so from the start as soon as possible give something to the public, so that makes 

them know that we aware of the situation, and these template messages they were 

great because they were easy to use and it was so fast, At the start of the situation 

you could put like I put this, we are aware of the reports and we are *inaudible*, so it 

was very easy and from that I just read the feeds and then I watched the live images 

come in, and then when the stress levels start to rise and they were sending these 

tweets like help us, we are all dying here, and why is nobody doing anything and so 

on, so then I just start to put these calming messages out, so hopefully they worked.  

a.) Were there dynamic triggers for action? 

 Yes, there were –  

The interviewee alludes to this referring to the explanation given on how they decided 

to send messages in the previous question 

b.) Did you have certain timeframes in mind for what messages are appropriate at what 

stage? 

Not exactly, I just had this ~from the start of the incident~, some twenty minutes then 

you have to have something to give to the public, but then I just kind of went with the 

information I was given and we received at the command centre when we had 

something to inform and then when the tweets were coming, so this dynamic triggers 

as you said. 

So, it was more in response to what was going on as oppose to a certain standard timing, 

for example you have to send a message at fifteen minutes and thirty minutes etc…? 

Yeah yes 

c.) Looking at some of the messages you sent which were a tweaked version of the 

template messages, was there a degree of ad-hoc decision making? 

Yes there were, actually the one that, ~I have this messages on my display here~, so 

there were some message or feed that came that said that now there are military 

helicopters flying here what is happening, or something like that, then I decided to 

give this message out that there are, and that we are evacuating these casualties 

with helicopters, ambulances, and with buses, so that they would know that yes it is 

helicopters, but they are here to help the casualties, so kind of these dynamic triggers 

once again.  

d.) Compared to D-2 and D-1 did you respond much to individuals as the need arose? 
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I didn’t respond that much, maybe once or twice, somebody was asking where is my 

mother or whatever, I just put out this message that they are evacuating people to 

the Mikkeli Central Hospital, you can phone them and ask, but no not directly 

So, do you think there is any value in being able to direct message, because the system 

has a function to direct message people and then you can start to communicate with 

them back and forth. Do you think there is value to that? Or is there a need for it? 

Yes there is value in that, when this type of situation would be ~would unfold~ then 

there would be more personnel at the command centre, and then there will be more 

time to actually direct message people, and that would be also very important, 

because if we can direct message then they won’t phone us. Otherwise there would 

be phones going off all the time and we can’t get our job done because the phones 

are ringing all the time. 

So, there is some value in the sense of taking the pressure off the phone lines and being 

able to give people direct information as well? 

 Yeah, yup 

8.) On a similar note, how did information coming in affect decision making about 

messaging out? 

Yes, actually quite a lot, because I was reading the feed and watching the pictures, 

and I tried to publish these calming messages every time I saw that there are people 

who are tweeting that nobody is coming, and this guy is dying why is nobody helping 

him, and things like that, I tried to calm people down, and like that just. 

So also, on that page [Interviewer is referring to the Public Messaging page], there is an 

anxiety meter which rises and shows Low Anxiety Levels, Or Mild Anxiety Levels, Or 

High Anxiety Levels, did you make use of that, or did that impact your decision 

making? Or was it just the anxiety timeline and the messages itself [Interviewer is 

referring to the Event Dashboard Page here]? 

They were both, and I watched the anxiety meter, but more I used these messages 

that were coming in, it was more like them. 

a.) What effects did you intend for your messages to have (e.g. on anxiety/fear/etc levels) 

during an incident? 

I hoped that the messages that I sent would reduce the anxiety levels of public, and 

also to give some information of how we are operating at the site, and also give 

information to people that, for example, that they wouldn’t share these pictures of 

the casualties, and like that 

9.) What were your impressions of the utility (i.e. “value, convenience, advantage, 

benefit, effectiveness”) of the template messages provided within Toximotive? 

I think that they were very effective, as in they were fast and easy to use, they were 

generally written enough, so it wouldn’t ~there wasn’t~ ~I wasn’t afraid~ to give out 

some information I wasn’t supposed to give. They were just like ~they were~ ~in that~ 

they were easy to use, so for example if I would have written these messages all by 

myself, I wouldn’t have the time to send so many messages on the situation, also it 

would have took me more time to assess which ~what~ kind of information would ~or 
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could~ I send.  Because there are many types of things you cannot say out public in 

these types of situation. 

So, the messages helped with discretion and also help in terms of the time it took to put 

them out or to compose them? 

 Yeah, yep 

a.) What kind of categories of templates would be useful for inclusion in Toximotive’s 

pre-formulated templates (currently: first messages, calming messages, casualty 

instructions - any others)? 

At this exercise these were ~I didn’t need anything else~, these were quite right, and 

then there is also the possibility to write your own message, so I wouldn’t need 

anything else, this was good. 

But for future events, for a real-life scenario, do you think this is expansive 

~exhaustive~, or should we add any more? 

I don’t think there should be more because then it would be ~I think that it would slow 

down~ the messaging, if there would be more of these, so like many other things, 

keep it simple 

b.) Do you have any suggestions or ideas about effective messaging that you would like 

to raise? 

Yeah just keep it simple and discreet, that is ~informative enough~ but not to 

specifics, so that is the key, and well nowadays maybe we have this twenty minutes 

now that we have to give the announcements or the messages from our incidents in 

everyday life, but I think that in this type of situation, if there would ever be like this, 

that twenty minutes would be too long. It would be too long and there would be false 

news and false information throughout the social media in twenty minutes, if 

something like that would ever happen. So, it would be important to get the right 

information from authorities as soon as possible in this type of situation. 

I know you mentioned twenty minutes there, do you have any sort of guesstimate on 

what an ideal time would be to send out information to the public? 

In this type of situation I would say five minutes, because when we would receive the 

call, our first fire truck would be at the scene in five minutes, and then we could verify 

that there is an incident going on at the market place, then you should give 

something, that we are responding to this kind of incident and please stay away from 

the area. 

c.) Finally looking forward we are looking to automate the messaging functionality of the 

system to either send messages automatically to the public or suggest messages to the 

operator. Which do you think will be more valuable and what should the system base 

its criteria for either? 

I think that it should only suggest the messages for the operator, so that they would 

have control of what goes out and when, and what was the other part of the 

question? 

So, you said it would be better for it to suggest messages, the other part of the question 

was on what criteria should this be based on for the system to suggest messages? 
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Maybe the anxiety gauge was quite good at that, so if there are many of these kind of 

help us help us kind of tweets that raise the anxiety level of the public, then it would 

for example suggest that maybe you should calm down and give something like we 

are already working and like that yeah. 

5.2.3 WRAP-UP 

10) What are your final recommendations if any for the system, if it is to be packaged and 

sold as a solution for similar crisis management? 

Yes well the main and first thing is that at least in Finnish rescue departments we 

don’t have many people who are professional at this information technology or 

messaging or media control or anything like that, so that the system must be simple 

enough to use so that you don’t have to know everything about everything, and then 

it is very good, that’s the main thing. 

So, to that effect should it then come with on-demand instructions or help for features or 

things like that? 

Yep, yeah like some information pointers here and there, so what is this feature, what 

this do and like that 

So, should this be a general help page separate, or should it be something like a tooltip 

over the feature to give more information when you hover over? 

Yeah, the tooltip is better when you are using it on a computer, but then again, the 

mobile features ~for the mobile~ then the help page or something like that would be 

more efficient. 

11) Is there anything else you would like to add? 

Well no, actually it was an interesting system, we don’t have anything like that and 

this in Finland, and I haven’t seen anything like this in Finland or in use. It was very 

interesting, and I was surprised of how easy and how good this system was, and how 

much it helped us. I was a little sceptical at first, but then it just ~everything kind of 

clicked~ and it was so easy, these template messages made the messaging so easy 

than ~ yes, I liked it a lot~ yeah. 

 

Thank you for your time. Would you like a copy of the interview or its transcript as well? 

Original questions from the interview protocol  

Interviewees response to the questions 

Addendums made during the interview 
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